Ways to Limit FWIBUDG Drill-down Results

Did you know you can limit the columns of data that the FWIBUDG drill-down option returns, for example, to only budget entries?

If you leave your cursor on one of the key fields when you select “View Detail for Current Line - FGITRND” from the OPTIONS menu, Banner will return **all** the transactions for that line:

- **Adjusted Budget** (field: ABD)
- **YTD Activity** (field: YTD)
- **YTD Budget Comm** (field: ENC)

Placing the cursor in a **KEY** field...

...returns all transactions.
But if you place your cursor on the column of data you are researching (in the example below, Adjusted Budget for account 10967) before you select “View Detail for Current Line - FGITRND” from the OPTIONS menu, Banner will return only those detailed transactions.